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Excitation sequences have recently been developed for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and optical spectroscopy which are effective over very broad 1 -8 or very narrow 6 •9 ranges of transition frequencies and radiation amplitudes. Of the methods conceived for deriving these sequences, an iterative approach based on the use of sequence-refining algorithms has proven particularly useful. Treating these algorithms as iterative maps 10 -12 , it has been shown that stable fixed points lead to sequences with broadband properties, while unstable fixed points produce sequences which exhibit narrowband properties 8 . This Letter reports the first example of iterative maps for pulse sequences with more .than one stable fixed point. From such maps, sequences for excitation over sharply defined, pre-selected ranges of parameters, e.g., frequencies or amplitudes, can be obtained.
This provides the first ~xperimental approach to tailoring the bandwidth of some nonlinear spectroscopic response, a long-desired goal in the excitation of spin and ' ' optical systems. The implementation of this passband response has potential use in a variety of applications in spectroscopy, including spatially The sequences demonstrated here selectively invert the equilibrium populations of uncoupled two-level systems (e.g., isolated spins-~/2) depending on the amplitude (commonly denoted w 1 ) of the resonant radiofrequency (rf) radiation at the nuclear spin position. This general technique can, in fact, be used to select one or several discrete ranges of rf amplitudes for specific excitation.
For the analysis of thes~ sequences, we employ a formalism drawn from v 3 the theory of iterative maps and their fixed points 10 . The effect of a pulse sequence on some system is represented by its time development operator, or propagator, U. Usually a specific propagator U is desired, for example, one which corresponds to an inversion of the equilibrium populations. Iterative schemes have been· proposed as a way to achieve this end. These ar.e e.ssentially algorithms which prescribe the transformation F that must be performed on a pulse sequence for its propagator U to converge to the specifically desired form u. This iterative procedure can be summarized by the equation:
(1)
Functions which can be applied iteratively in this manner are referred to as maps. The dynam•.cs of iterative maps are influenced by their fixed points 10 -12 , which are defined by the relation:
( 2)
The consequences of fixed points and their stability on the behaviour of iterative pulse sequence maps have already been discussed in detail 8 .
Briefly, it was shown that pulse sequence algorithms could be considered as maps on a quantum-mechanical propagator space, with fixed points corresponding to the desired propagators U.
In the absence of couplings, any propagator U, including the effects of pulse sequences, is describable as a simple rotation of the spin density Since algorithms comprised of simple phase shifts exhibit axial symmetry around the z axis, no information is lost in uisplaying a single crosssection.
The most conspicuous difference between the two images displayed is the size of their respective basins. The reason for this is that the nine shift algorithm (b) was designed so that the equator would be stable in all directions. The seven shift algorithm (a), however, is not stable at the equator for points off the xy plane. The basin for the nine shift algorithm is therefore larger and exhibits a much more intricate structure than does the seven shift sequence. A consequence of this additional stability is that the nine shift algorithm is broadband over resonance frequencies.
,.·,~·
The implications of applying an algorithm described by a bistable map to a single nom1nal n pulse can be understood by referring to figure 3. This figure shows that such algorithms, in this case the 1 shift algorithm, produce sequences which display distinctive passband characteristics in the w 1 domain.
This implies that only spins that lie within specified bandwidths in w 1 will be inverted by these sequences. Spins outside these bands remain in their initial equilibrium state. The result is a pulse sequence which is highly amplitude selective in inverting nuclear spins. Moreover, as the algorithm is TECHNICAL INFORMATION DEPARTMENT  UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA  BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720 
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